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Benefiting from the development of smart urban computing, the mobile crowd sensing (MCS) network has emerged as mo-
mentous communication technology to sense and collect data. )e users upload data for specific sensing tasks, and the server
completes the aggregation analysis and submits to the sensing platform. However, users’ privacy may be disclosed, and aggregate
results may be unreliable. )ose are challenges in the trust computation and privacy protection, especially for sensitive data
aggregation with spatial information. To address these problems, a verifiable location-encrypted spatial aggregation computing
(LeSAC) scheme is proposed for MCS privacy protection. In order to solve the spatial domain distributed user ciphertext
computing, firstly, we propose an enhanced-distance-based interpolation calculation scheme, which participates in delegate
evaluator based on Paillier homomorphic encryption. )en, we use aggregation signature of the sensing data to ensure the
integrity and security of the data. In addition, security analysis indicates that the LeSAC can achieve the IND-CPA indistin-
guishability semantic security. )e efficiency analysis and simulation results demonstrate the communication and computation
overhead of the LeSAC. Meanwhile, we use the real environment sensing data sets to verify availability of proposed scheme, and
the loss of accuracy (global RMSE) is only less than 5%, which can meet the application requirements.

1. Introduction

)e mobile crowd sensing (MCS) can carry out large-scale
social sensing tasks with spatiotemporal attributes by dis-
tributed, multiuser collaborative sensing network mode. It is
widely used in various fields of urban computing [1]. )e
truth discovery of MCS has recently been received wide
attention. It refers to reliability collecting users’ sensing data
and aggregating and estimating the unknown data points
(regions) accurately [2]. So, we can find reliable information
among uneven quality of data collected from MCS network.
Further, it has been extensively studied in the field of
plaintext, but truth discovery remains largely underexplored
in privacy protection MCS.

)ere are two types of collaborative methods to collect
data for sensing users, namely, participant-sensing and
opportunity-sensing. )ey provide strong data support for

urban computing, such as environmental monitoring, traffic
flow monitoring, and other sensing fields [3, 4]. )e Noise
PollutionMaps [5] system captures noise information by the
participants’ smartphones and generates Noise Maps. )e
GasMobile system [6] has also built a participatory mobile
sensing system for air quality monitoring, which gathers
data through the terminal equipment and analyzes and
produces the pollutant concentration map. In these appli-
cations, the computing tasks require data providers to up-
load multidimensional sensing data and also need to collect
the user’s location information to participate in the calcu-
lation; the control of privacy information is transferred to
the Internet service provider, which cannot guarantee the
security of the user’s privacy data, especially the security of
user data in cloud aggregate computing. According to the
survey of Crowd Research Partners in recent years, the
security problems of cloud computing mainly focus on data
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loss and leakage, data privacy, and data confidentiality [7],
for example, publishing location privacy of data providers in
sensing tasks, sensitive semantic information of data
uploading, and malicious privacy association inference.
)erefore, in data aggregation analysis, ensuring the privacy
security of users, especially for many spatial-relation-based
applications with high real-time requirements in sensing
computing, is still a hot issue for scholars [8, 9].

Aggregate computation of spatial data based on MCS
refers to the following: mobile terminal data providers
upload the discrete insensitive data, and the platform collects
and processes complex aggregation analysis, such as average
calculation and cluster analysis. )e aggregate computation
can also combine with geography interpolation analysis, get
the unknown value of sample point, and realize the overall
fitting of regional, such as air quality evaluation. It is worth
noting that users do not care about the uploading of feature
data in spatial sensing, and there is more concern about the
disclosure of personal spatiotemporal attribute privacy.

)e traditional client-based location privacy protec-
tion method, such as anonymity, generalization, pertur-
bation, and difference privacy, can meet the basic privacy
protection needs of users. At the same time, these methods
will reduce data accuracy and data availability, leading to
deviation of the location-participation aggregated calcu-
lation results and lower data service quality of MCS. At
present, most researches about spatial sensing privacy
protection mainly focus on decentralized location privacy
protection schemes, which fail to guarantee the application
requirements of sensing data aggregation analysis [10, 11].
)erefore, we focus on two main problems: one is how to
carry out ciphertext computing in spatial sensing com-
puting service more efficiently, and the other is how to
realize MCS architecture of homomorphic encryption and
decryption operation without loss of spatial positioning
accuracy. )e mainstream method is to use cryptosystem
to encrypt user data uploaded to the cloud nowadays
[12, 13].

Realizing efficiently the safety of data processing is also
the problem that attracted the biggest attention of many
cloud service providers [14]. On the premise of protecting
the privacy of user data, with the help of cloud computing
service to aggregate encrypted data, the platform gets the
correct result by decrypting and does not reveal any clear
information in the process. However, simple encryption can
greatly increase computational costs. Due to the loss of
ciphertext data structure stored in the cloud, we need to
construct a security solution to perform model calculation,
analysis, and other processing of encrypted data without
restoring plaintext, so that the cloud service platform can
provide efficient services for crowd-sensing platform on the
premise of protecting user data privacy [15].

As discussed above, secure data aggregation is the key
problem in sensor networks application [16]. However,
many ciphertext outsourcing computing schemes for ag-
gregate data mostly satisfy simple algebraic operations and
are not suitable for discrete data aggregation based on spatial
relations. Moreover, the existing secure communication
schemes are still facing security attacks and cannot

guarantee all security requirements. In particular, most of
the existing schemes are based on an ideal security model.

In order to guarantee the confidentiality of spatial in-
formation exchange under MCS architecture, this paper
proposes a location-encrypted spatial aggregation comput-
ing (LeSAC) scheme. Assuming that the server is untrusted
and the platform and the user are semitrusted, we study the
public-key-based user information encryption, which is
converted into ciphertext for homomorphic computation. In
addition, on the basis of satisfying the location privacy
protection, the MCS ciphertext computing framework uses
the verifiable aggregation signature technology to realize the
efficient aggregation of distributed network users’ signa-
tures, which ensures the anonymity of computation in the
data communication process and prevents illegal modifi-
cation of data. )e main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

(i) For secure sharing and ciphertext aggregation of
spatial information in MCS, we propose enhanced
distance-based linear interpolation method. Based
on Paillier homomorphism cryptography mecha-
nism, we design a secure square Euclidean distance
calculation protocol. Further, we design a location-
encrypted spatial aggregation computing (LeSAC)
protocol, which realizes ciphertext computing of
crowd sensing platform without disclosing the lo-
cation privacy.

(ii) In order to ensure computational anonymity during
data flow, we implement a verifiable aggregation
signature algorithm in the data transmission, and
aggregating efficiently digital signatures of distrib-
uted network users and realizing multiparty data
verify ensuring data security.

(iii) We discuss the indiscriminability of the protocol
based on IND-CPA security analysis and analyze
the communication complexity and the commu-
nication efficiency of the proposed protocol with
increasing number of participants. We use the real
environment pollution terminal sensing data to
verify the data reconstruction accuracy. )e results
show that the region fitting effect of the test data and
the real data is basically consistent. Meanwhile, the
loss of reconstruction accuracy (global RMSE) is
small.

)is paper is organized as follows: Related works of
security aggregate computation of MCS are presented in
Section 2. Spatial ciphertext aggregation computing scheme
and system architecture are discussed in Section 3. )e
secure computing protocol and a verifiable aggregating
signature algorithm are proposed in Sections 4 and 5. Se-
curity analysis and the simulation results are shown in
Section 6. )e conclusion is drawn in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In order to realize the security spatial data aggregate
computation of MCS, most existing researches focus on two
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aspects: one is the security scheme of user sensing terminal
and communication, for satisfying both data privacy and
utility, such as localized differential privacy and identity
authentication [17]. Wang and Sinnott [18] proposed a
trajectories private publishing model with differential pri-
vacy, developed a private reference system for calibrating
separate users trajectories, and constructed the enhanced
noise prefix trees to publish data privately to ensure the
accuracy and utility of the sensing data based on user tra-
jectories. Tao et al. [19] proposed a hybrid authentication
architecture by combining public key infrastructure (PKI)
and combined public key (CPK); the users’ security re-
quirements of MCS system can be realized. He et al. [20]
optimized the random noise adding mechanism based on
the optimal distribution estimation algorithm in the network
distributed computing architecture; the privacy of data can
be guaranteed so as to realize the secure information ex-
change. Although it has the advantage of protecting privacy,
the noise disturbance at the client side will seriously affect
the accuracy of data aggregation calculation.

)e other is the computational security for the sensing
data aggregation and privacy-preserving outsourced com-
putation [21]. Research methods include secure multiparty
computing, homomorphic cryptography, secret sharing, and
hybrid schemes [22]. Liu et al. [23] designed the security of
square Euclidean distance and safety comparison and other
lightweight building blocks and finally achieved the KNN
classification algorithm based on spatial relationship in the
cloud environment. Catak et al. [24] built a secure distance
measurement method based on Paillier homomorphic
password protocol and implemented a variety of clustering
learning models for privacy protection. Deepak and
Chandrasekaran [25] constructed a distributed data aggre-
gation scheme for smart grid, which is based on the additive
homomorphism of elliptic curve cryptosystem. In addition,
combined with edge computing model, related research also
realized data encryption aggregation based on spatial rela-
tionship. For example, based on mobile edge computing
architecture and Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme,
a distance-based secure location computing protocol is
designed in [26], and base station is regarded as a semihonest
participant to ensure the privacy of base station location
information. Wu et al. [27] implemented a privacy-aware
task assignment and statistical data aggregation scheme by
fog node assistance, which is based on bilinear pair and
homomorphic encryption. Similarly, Liu et al. [28] con-
structed a new cryptographic primitive to allow different
providers data’s outsource of the cloud server for secure
storage and processing. )ese scholars used different
cryptographic schemes to realize the secure computation of
related applications and algorithms, but it is not suitable for
the application of spatial data aggregation in MCS.

At present, scholars continue to deepen the research and
exploration of homomorphic encryption system. Ciphertext
computing ensures that users’ private data can participate in
the big data analysis in the cloud environment, which is very
helpful for data mining and the secure implementation of
machine learning algorithm [29]. In practical cloud envi-
ronment applications, there are still efficiency problems in

multiuser aggregation analysis and homomorphism scheme
construction of multiple operations.

3. Problem Description and System Solution

)is section discusses a hybrid scheme combining Paillier
encryption mechanism [30] and spatial data homomor-
phism computation. )e users upload the encrypted
plaintext messages, the server performs homomorphism
calculation on the ciphertext, and then the platform decrypts
the results in order to protect the privacy of users. Paillier
encryption mechanism only works on integer values, but
most of real data sets contain continuous values. )erefore,
for the real input numbers in the protocol, it is an obstacle in
algorithm application. We map floating point coordinate
data to discrete kilometer grid data, which has no influence
on the spatial data analysis, so it does not affect the cal-
culation efficiency and the validity of the proposed algo-
rithm. For the standardization of academic papers, Table 1
lists some notations and their definitions in the research
process of this paper.

3.1. Problem Description. Compound operation based on
location data is widely used in information fitting and spatial
analysis, especially in urban computing and spatial crowd-
sensing. )e discrete sensing data of user can be used to
achieve the overall regional data evaluation fitting . For
example, air quality monitoring and road congestion
analysis. As an important method in the regional infor-
mation aggregation of MCS system, spatial interpolation can
achieve the overall regional data evaluation fitting through
user-provided discrete point data sampling fitting, as shown
in Figure 1. )e existing work studies the data recon-
struction of the imperceptibility area under plaintext en-
vironment based on the limited perception data. Because of
the privacy of edge data, how to use the sensing data pro-
vided by network users to calculate the value of unknown
areas without exposing the user’s personal information is a
key problem in MCS. )erefore, the scheme design needs to
consider four key factors:

(1) How to implement encrypted transmission.
(2) How to implement multiuser aggregated data ci-

phertext computation based on spatial relations.
(3) How to implement sensing data integrity

verification.
(4) How to improve the efficiency of homomorphic

aggregation operation and reduce computation
complexity and storage space from the privacy
protection perspective.

3.2. Proposed Scheme. )e architecture diagram of the ci-
phertext-based privacy protection computing scheme for
MCS system is shown in Figure 2. )e cloud server receives
the encrypted information of network node users and ag-
gregates and sends this information to the task publisher.
Consider an application scenario where a client with limited
computing power wants to compute multinomial
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f(m1, . . . , mi) about sensitive messages (m1, . . . , mi). )en
homomorphic encryption is a good way to delegate this
computation; it can outsource heavy computing from the
client to a server with sufficient computing power. Due to the
particularity of MCS architecture, the outsourcing calcula-
tion based on the perceived user location does not care about
the confidentiality of published information and only im-
plements the aggregation homomorphism calculation based
on the user location and distance. )e specific flow is de-
scribed as follows:

Step 1: certificate distribution agency generates the
public and private keys of the encryption algorithm,
and the generated public key is distributed to each user

(data owner) of the network node. Data provider Mi

collects data [(x1, y1, Z1), (x2, y2, Z2), . . . , (xi, yi, Zi)],
where Zi is user sensing data. )e data provider selects
a random number ri ∈ ZN and then uses the public key
Pk to encrypt location coordinates and upload the
encrypted coordinates and sensing data to the cloud
computing center. Meanwhile, each data provider
generates a signature σi.

Step 2: after receiving a computing request of ZjUnknown
,

the cloud platform traverses to find neighbor points
through the Geohash index mechanism. A homo-
morphic secure Euclidean distance calculation protocol
based on weighted perfect plane protocol to obtain Dij

Table 1: Notations.

Notations Definition
Pk/Sk Public key/private key in Paillier
[m]Enc Encryption algorithm of plaintext m

[c]Dec Decryption algorithm of ciphertext c

(xi, yi) )e location privacy information of data provider Mi

Zi )e sensing data of data provider Mi

(Xj, Yj) )e location information of requirement calculation point M0
ZjUnknown

)e value of requirement calculation point
S-SED Secure square Euclidean distance calculation protocol
LeSAC Location-encrypted spatial aggregation computing protocol

Spatial interpolation based on
location and distance

P0 unknown
60.2

51.3

50.6

46.5

d3
d2

d1

d5

d4
55.2

40 40

4550

60 40

55

Figure 1: Discrete user data upload, aggregation, fitting, and regional evaluation.

Data providers Cloud server

Urban
computing

Sensing
platform

Intelligent
transportation
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Figure 2: A location-encrypted verifiable spatial aggregation computing architecture of MCS. (1) Publish perception task. (2) Encryption
and signature of the distributed upload data. (3) Issue computational request (functions, models, and parameters). (4) Homomorphic
ciphertext computation and aggregation of signatures. (5) Decryption download and verification.
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executes the enhanced spatial interpolation aggregation
operation. )is step also completes the aggregation of
user signatures 

k
i�1 σi.

Step 3: the cloud server completes the aggregation
calculation of the value matrix of Zj in the specific
spatial region and then returns the spatial aggregation
calculation results to the task publishing platform. )e
platform can verify the correctness of the data through
signature verification function.

4. Secure Spatial Information Aggregation
Computing Protocol

For the secure spatial information aggregation scheme under
the MCS architecture, we first propose an enhanced spatial
information aggregation algorithm and then construct an
important spatial data ciphertext security computing pro-
tocol based on Paillier password system. Because the weight
setting needs to realize the distance calculation of distributed
users, we propose a secure square Euclidean distance cal-
culation algorithm.

4.1. An Enhanced Distance-Based Interpolation Method for
Spatial Data Aggregation. In order to reduce the computing
energy consumption of the spatial sensing network, the
scheme introduces bilinear interpolation method to enhance
the weight value of the spatial. First of all, the sensing
network randomly selects users A, B, and C, and the co-
ordinate (xA, yA), (xB, yB), (xC, yC) is the secret informa-
tion. From Euclidean distance formula, the calculation is as
follows:

xi − xj 
2

+ yi − yj 
2

� d
2
ij. (1)

Considering the enhanced distance weight, if the sam-
pling value of the near point makes a greater contribution to
the unknown point, then calculate each user point con-
tributed weight Wi for the unknown point value. Set
Dij � d2

ij. According to the sensing data Zi from the users
known coordinate information, the unknown fitting value
ZjUnknown

of space point (xj, yj) is inferred.

wij �
1/Dij 


n
i�1 1/Dij 

,

ZjUnknown
� 

n

i�1
wijzi.

(2)

4.2. Retrieval of Private Information Based on Geohash
Encoding. In order to compress and anonymously publish
the high-dimensional data point set, we build a Geohash
binary coding based on Geohash index, which can reduce
the algorithm complexity of position traverse. )e original
data map to the corresponding buckets by the private hash
retrieval method, and the data of the nearest location fall into
the same block. Geohash represents a rectangular region.
Participants can publish codes without exposing their exact

coordinates. )is helps users to protect their privacy.
)erefore, in the neighboring point search, the unknown
points (xj, yj) carry on the hash operation and complete the
extraction of nearest neighbor point positions in the cor-
responding block to divide the large collections of distrib-
uted sensing users neighborhood calculation into the small
data set.

4.3. Secure Square Euclidean Distance (S-SED) Calculation
Protocol. )e core of the proposed privacy protection
scheme is the collaborative distance weight calculation.
)erefore, we define a secure square computing protocol to
realize homomorphic distance calculation. In the two-di-
mensional network space, the data provider uses the dis-
tributed public key to encrypt position coordinates [x]Enc
and [y]Enc. )e goal of the perfect plane protocol is to
calculate the perfect square expression [(x − xj)

2 +

(y − yj)
2]Enc under the public key encryption; then,

[x]Enc − xj 
2

� [x]Enc( 
2

− 2xj[x]Enc + x
2
j . (3)

For convenience, A means ([x]Enc)
2 and B means

([x]Enc); according to the Paillier homomorphism property,
∀m1, m2 ∈ Zn, k ∈ N, satisfying

Dec Enc m1( Enc m2( modn
2

  � m1 + m2mod n,

Dec Enc(m)
kmodn

2
  � kmmod n.

(4)

)en, under public key encryption, the cloud platform
performs the following calculation:

A
∗

B
2xj 

N− 1
+ x

2
j . (5)

4.4. Location-Encrypted Spatial Aggregation Computing
(LeSAC) Protocol. According to the system architecture
shown in Figure 2, coordinate values are mapped one by one
to the grid space domain in order to specify the coordinate
information to the integer domain in the spatial sensing
network. All data providers use the public key to encrypt the
position coordinates. After the encryption is completed,
each user ID, location information, and perception data are
uploaded to the cloud server.

Finally, the secure aggregation calculation protocol in
Algorithm 1 is as follows.

5. The Verifiable LeSAC Scheme Based on
Aggregate Signatures

As mentioned above, location-concealed ciphertext aggre-
gation computing protocol based on Paillier cryptosystem is
designed and implemented, which can satisfy outsourced
aggregation operation under the condition of invisible
spatial information. In order to achieve the verifiable se-
curity of data outsourcing computing, based on the certif-
icateless aggregate signature scheme proposed in [31], we
realize the spatial data aggregation scheme satisfying privacy
protection and results verifiable under theMCS architecture.
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It can transform many signatures into one aggregate sig-
nature, only transmit and verify the aggregate signature
instead of all the users’ signatures, and obviously reduce the
communication and computation costs, especially in situ-
ations of distributed multiusers. Figure 3 shows the con-
struction of the scheme.

Combining with the characteristics of MCS system, we
embed the aggregation signature in the process of spatial
data aggregation outsourcing calculation, which can be
verified to prevent privacy attacks such as data tampering.
)e verifiable aggregate signatures scheme is described
below.

)e Key Generation Center (KGC) runs the master key
generation algorithm with the security parameter λ. It
chooses pairing groups PG � (G,GT , q, e) and hash func-
tions H1, H2, H3, H4. )e message m of each participant is a
tuple (xi, yi, Zi, ID), and ID is data providers’ identity.

KeyGen: the master secret key msk is randomly s ∈ Zp,
and user’s partial private key is dID � s · H2. If vID is
secret value, then the privacy key is (dID, vID), and the
public key is (pkID, vID).
Signature: each data provider with identity ID gener-
ates a signature for data interaction with the cloud
server, and it selects an element r ∈ Zp, U � rP, and H3
is H3(m, pk, U).

V � dID + H3 · r · s · P + H3 · vID · Q + r · Q. (6)

)en, signature σi is (Ui, Vi), which is signed on the
message of each data provider.

Aggregate: delegate computing server runs the aggre-
gation algorithm, and public keys, message, and sig-
natures of k data providers participate in aggregation.

σ � 
k

i�1
σi. (7)

Verify: the sensing platform verifies message signatures
with master public key and the secret verification key.
For i � (1, . . . , n), compute H3, and verify e(V, P). If
yes, validation succeeds.

)e security of this algorithm has been fully proved, and
we lead it into the MCS spatial aggregation computing
framework, which can better guarantee the security of data.

6. Security and Efficiency

In this section, we evaluate the security of the location-
encrypted aggregation scheme and analyze the computation
cost and communication overhead impacted by the increase
of MCS network participating users n. In addition, we verify
the availability of the algorithm using the accuracy of the
region reconstruction with real sensing data.

6.1. Security Analysis. In MCS security outsourcing com-
puting architecture, the security goal of the protocol is to
protect the data provider’s location privacy. )e adversary
includes external attacks, mobile terminals, platforms, and
servers. )e system assumes that users and servers are
semihonest and that multiple users do not collude, meaning

Input: Common input
(i) Paillier Encryption (Gen, Enc, Dec). Data provider Mi ’s Pubic Key pubKey� n.
(ii) Data provider Mi ’s sensory data rec Da tai.

Private input
(i) Data provider Mi ’s location (xi, yi), the request point location (xj, yj).
(ii) )e platform secretly holds the private key priKey � (λ, μ).

Output: )e aggregate value of the request location point Zjunknown
(1) Geohash Boolean encod e(latitude, longitude) //Block partitioning indexes building
(2) For j � 1; i � 0; j + +; i + +

(3) do search neighbor regions of Zj (left, right, up, down);
(4) until (i � k);//k is the threshold of the number of nerghbor points
(5) EndFor;
(6) For j � 1 to finally
(7) For i � initial to k

(8) [xi]Enc � (1 + N)xi · rNmodN2

(9) [yi]Enc � (1 + N)yi · rNmodN2

(10) update add ([Xi]Enc, [Yi]Enc, recDatai
) for each Zjunknown

(11) A∗[B2Xj ]N− 1 + x2
j � ([x]Enc − x0)

2

(12) A∗[B2Yj ]N− 1 + y2
j � ([y]Enc − y0)

2

(13) DistanceMatrix[[χ]]⟵ calculation[[Dij]]Enc
(14) zj � Dec([[ZjUnknown

]]Enc)⟵(DistanceMatrix[[χ]], recDatai)

(15) Do loop until get sensing elements [Zj] of all the unknown point
(16) EndFor
(17) EndFor
(18) Platform output aggregation model results

ALGORITHM 1: Location-encrypted spatial aggregation computing (LeSAC) protocol.
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that all entities will not cooperate to infer sensitive infor-
mation about one party, but they may attempt to obtain
additional information from server interaction calculations.
In addition, a signature is attached to each data message to
ensure that the data interaction is tamper-proof. )e loca-
tion ciphertext of node users in the scheme is transmitted to
the central server, which transmits the aggregated com-
puting model results to the platform through the network in
the form of ciphertext. Obviously, the adversary cannot get
any information in plaintext.

Theorem 1. Based on the IND-CPA security of Paillier
encryption scheme, the LeSAC protocol satisfies the indis-
criminability of selecting plaintext.

Proof. Paillier encryption scheme is Πp � (Gen,Enc,Dec),
the LeSAC computing protocol is ΠL, and hypothetical
adversary AL advantage is δ; then

Pr PubK
IND−cpa
A,πL

(n) � 1 ≤
1
2

+ δ. (8)

Based on the advantage of opponent AL, an opponent AP

is constructed to attack Paillier encryption scheme. )e
challenge game is shown in Algorithm 2.

Bayes formula is adopted to solve

Pr PubK
IND−cpa
A,πL

(n) � 1 

�
1
2
Pr d � d′|d � 0  +

1
2
Pr d � d′|d � 1 

�
1
2

1
2

+ δ  +
1
2

1
2

 

≤
1
2

+ negl′(n).

(9)

When the adversary guesses b � 0, it wins the game with
a probability of (1/2 + δ), where δ is a negligible function.
Otherwise, when b � 1, the calculated value obtained by
Algorithm 2 is independent of the user’s location identity,
and the server can win with only 1/2 probability.

In a word, ciphertext calculation request has no corre-
lation with the real identity of the user. )is algorithm has
semantic security, and the adversary cannot know the lo-
cation information of participating users. )e proposed
protocol is meeting security requirements. □

6.2. Efficiency Analysis. We first analyze the communication
complexity. )e protocol includes two communication
transmissions: one from the data supply group to the cloud
computing server and the other from the cloud computing
server to the local server. From the interaction stage of the
protocol, it can be seen that the data provider needs to send
two encrypted ciphertexts and a plaintext information value
to the computation center. )e ciphertext space is ZN2 , and
each ciphertext is log2N2 bit. Since n party users participate
in the protocol, the total communication complexity of
encryption protocol is 2n log2N2 + 2 bit.

Meanwhile, we develop Python model code to implement
our privacy protection data aggregation scheme, and exper-
iments simulate the computational cost of aggregation cal-
culation with distributed user location data and sensing data.
)e experimental environment is as follows: Intel (R) Core
(TM) i5-6500 CPU 3.30 GHz eight-core processor and 8 GB
RAM memory. In our scheme, the number n of MCS system
sensing participants directly affects the communication effi-
ciency of aggregation computation and aggregation signature.
As shown in Figure 4, with the number of users participating
in the sensing task n increasing, the computational cost in-
creases linearly. Generally, in our scheme, lightweight out-
sourcing ciphertext computing can be implemented for
energy-constrained mobile users and platforms.

(SK1, Pk1)
([Xi]Enc, [yi]Enc), Zi

σ1

(SK2, Pk2)
([Xi]Enc, [yi]Enc), Zi

σ2

(SKi, Pki)
([Xi]Enc, [yi]Enc), Zi

σi

[[ZiUnknown]]Enc

σ = σi
i = 1

k
∏

Verification

e (σ, h)
Zi = Dec ([[ZiUnknown]]Enc)

Upload
stage

Aggregate
stage

Decrypt
stage

M1

M2

Mi

Figure 3: )e verifiable scheme based on aggregate signatures.
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In addition, we choose N � 256, N � 512, and N � 1024
as the basic cryptoparameters for algorithm simulation
and compared the communication overhead of training
phase for security protocol with the increase of partici-
pants n; the experimental results are shown in Figure 5.
)e experiment shows that the communication overhead
increased with increasing the number of MCS network
participating users n.

To further verify the efficiency of the proposed scheme,
we compared many kinds of secure computing schemes
suitable for MCS multisource data aggregation analysis. As
showed in Table 2 Xu et al. [32] proposed a high throughput
secure multiparty (n≥ 3) computation protocol. Experi-
mental investigation shows that when the data source is
complex and the number of participants increases, the
communication efficiency of our scheme which uses the
Geohash encoding indexing mechanism is obviously better
than that in [32]. Kong et al. [33] proposed a novel efficient
location privacy-preserving data sharing scheme by ho-
momorphic encryption and proxy reencryption technique.
But it makes a loss in calculating energy consumption due
to the reencryption of sensing data aggregation. )e
classical fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme [34]
and the optimized BGV scheme [35] can also realize ci-
phertext data aggregation calculation. However, its struc-
ture is complicated, the asymptotic complexity is t·polylog
(λ) after optimization, and it is still far from practical
application.

6.3. AccuracyAnalysis. )is section uses the real data set of
OpenSense (Zurich) [36] to obtain the environment
pollution terminal data; it can assess the location-
encrypted data reconstruction algorithm we proposed
based on Paillier encryption. )e data sets include the
latitude and longitude information of data acquisition
terminal, the data acquisition time, and the ozone con-
centration particulate matter content. Ignoring the tem-
poral variation characteristics, we analyze the accuracy of
cipher collaborative computing compared with the actual
data reconstruction.

In order to extract the evenly regional distribution
sensing data, the experiment first carries out k-means
clustering on the original data sets and found 160 cluster
centers of the ozone data and the 119 cluster centers of
particulate matter pollution data. )en, look for the nearest
data points through the mean shift function, as shown in
Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) shows the regional data recon-
struction, which is carried out by the distance-based attri-
bute weight method proposed in Section 3. In order to verify
the data accuracy after ciphertext calculation, the training
samples were used after ciphertext aggregation calculation
by Algorithm 1, and the data reconstruction effect was
shown in Figure 6(c).

Input: the key (PK, SK) of challenger, the plaintext (m0, m1), random value b

Output: Security judgment of the algorithm
(1) Challenger Cp setup a instance of Πp, runs [Gen], gets key (PK, SK), and sends PK to adversary Ap

(2) Ap sends PK to AL

(3) AL outputs a pair of locations (x0, y0) , (x1, y1), sends them to Ap

(4) Ap computes d0, d1, and sends to Cp as Plaintext (m0, m1)

(5) Cp chooses a uniform bit b ∈∈(0, 1), and sends c � Enc(PK, mb) to AL

(6) AL generates a interact script, outputs b′
(7) If b′ � b, the experiment outputs 1, which means the adversary A success, and 0 otherwise

ALGORITHM 2: Security analysis experiment.
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In addition, we quantify the fitting accuracy in terms of
root mean square error (RMSE); it refers to the error be-
tween the measured value and the real value of spatial data
points. )e number of samples, the sparsity of spatial point
distribution, the indexing mechanism, and the grid parti-
tioning accuracy in our scheme all affect the data recon-
struction accuracy. )e experimental result shows that when
using the LeSAC scheme, the global RMSE of ciphertext data
(the ozone data) reconstruction increases by 2.52%; in other
words, the reconstruction accuracy of data only loses by
2.52%.

We apply a comparative experiment for the particulate
matter content data set shown in Figure 7 by the same
approach; and the global RMSE of the data sets under LeSAC
encryption protocol increases by 3.95%.

As shown in the Figures 6 and 7, the location encryption
collaborative computing method we proposed can well re-
alize the reconstruction of area data, while the loss of re-
construction accuracy is small. )erefore, in mobile crowd
sensing network, data aggregation computation through
encryption can meet the application requirements of data
availability.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a spatial data aggregation scheme
for privacy protection of MCS network. In the proposed
scheme, the enhanced neighborhood inverse distance
weighted aggregation protocol is presented to compute and
fit the unknown point information, which achieves lower

Table 2: Comparison of overhead and functionality.

Total runtime of server (s)
Data privacy (s) Verifiable (s) Efficiency optimization

n � 5 n � 10 n � 50
Xu et al. 3.2 8.2 15 √ × ×

Kong et al. 0.35 0.82 2.62 √ √ ×

Ours 0.42 0.76 1.32 √ √ √
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13.712587 – 18.4676872
18.4676872 – 22.5201146
22.5201146 – 25.9737047
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(c)

Figure 6: Ozone data reconstruction effect comparison. (a) Real data extraction. (b) Real data reconstruction. (c) Location-encrypted data
reconstruction.
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Figure 7: PM pollutant data reconstruction effect comparison. (a) Real data extraction. (b) Real data reconstruction. (c) Location-encrypted
data reconstruction.
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calculation consumption. Based on Paillier homomorphic
encryption system, we implemented a secure ciphertext
computing protocol in order to protect the location privacy
of data providers in the communication process. In addi-
tional, we added an efficient aggregate signature algorithm to
achieve data security and verification. Moreover, the security
analysis and efficiency analysis show that the proposed
protocol satisfies the IND-CPA security and has high
communication efficiency. )e proposed scheme was tested
on the real mobile crowd sensing data sets, and the result
shows that the accuracy results meet the availability re-
quirements of regional data interpolation fitting.

In the future, focusing on the privacy protection in data
flow and aggregation computing, we plan to study the co-
operative federated learning model of multiuser and mul-
tidimensional data. Based on secure multiparty computing,
secret sharing model, and the application of homomorphic
encryption, we will realize multiple federated computing
methods of mobile crowd sense application.
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